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Choose Your Beam
Change the beam angle from Wide to Narrow 
by switching out the lenses.

70° Wide
Great for Video
& Wide Angle 
Photography

20° Narrow
Ideal For All-Pur-
pose Diving

An All-In-One Dive & Video Light

AQUALITEPRO2

Get it all with the new Aqualite Pro2 Dive & Video light! A perfect low-profile light for underwater photography and 
videography plus a good primary dive light. Choose the beam that works best for you by switching out the different 
lenses. The Wide beam produces a smooth, broad beam that lights up a subject evenly. Great for wide angle 
cameras like the GoPro. Choose the Narrow beam lens for a more traditional dive light experience. Made from an 
incredibly robust Carbon Composit material, this light will remain corrosion-free for a lifetime.

70° Wide

20° Narrow
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Rechargeable Battery
Other rechargeable lights require that you stop using the 
light while it recharges the battery. The Aqualite Pro2 has 
a unique system that allows the battery to be removed 
from the light so that you can switch it out with a fresh one 
in betweeen dives.

USB Smart Charger
• Micro USB connection
• Made from flame-retardant material

3 Power Modes
The large power switch makes it easy to cycle 
between high, medium and low settings even 
while wearing heavy gloves.

Video Lighting
Those who enjoy shooting video on their dive excursions will be surprised at the quality of light this tiny 
flashlight can put out. Included with each Aqualite Pro2 is a soft diffuser disk that, when coupled with the 
70° wide lens, provides an excellent light source fo all your video work.

100% 50% PART #25%

1600 600 130

3 Hr 3.7 Hr 20 Hr

512450- AQUALITE PRO2 - BLK (US)

512876- CHARGE CRADLE, SINGLE LITHIUM ION 21700, 18650 (USB)
512877- BATTERY, AQUALITE PRO2 LITHIUM ION 21700


